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The Mothman Prophecies 2013-03-28

this true account of the aliens who invaded the town of point
pleasant west virginia first published in 1975 has been made into a
major motion picture starring richard gere laura linney and alan
bates for thirteen months point pleasant was plagued by a dark
terror that culminated in a major disaster unearthly noises and
ghostly lights in the sky gave way to mutilated animals winged
monsters weird flying machines and worst of all the fearsomely
demonic bird the mothman the story reads like a novel but every
single word of it is true and fully documented by john a keel who
spent a year in point pleasant where he saw and experienced many of
the stranger manifestations personally

The Great Phonograph in the Sky: Selected
Writings of John A. Keel 2015-03-01

a collection of the wit and wisdom of fortean scholar and
mothman maven john keel taken from his days as a columnist for
fate magazine keel tackles the mysteries of the universe in such
chapters as is there a ghost in your computer phantom circuses
dumb animals and smart planets kooky spooks the thunderbird rises
from the ashes and who is on the moon

The Best of John Keel 2006-12-01

john a keel has been entertaining amazing and infuriating readers
since the 1940s there s nobody quite like him he s as much an
anomaly as the puzzling creatures and events that he s been
reporting on all these years this collection offers a lively sample
of keel s beyond the known the column he wrote for fate for many
years whether it was cryptozoology world war ii enigmas fairies
and wee folk or things falling from the sky keel was always ready
to hop into a car and track down weirdness wherever it was



happening his wide range of interests magic comedy religion
technology philosophy biology give him a broad outlook and keep
him curious keel has been a consultant for the army and air force
science editor for funk wagnalls and a writer for television talk
shows and sitcoms he has received honorary ph d s for his work in
herpetology and archaeology keel s startling ideas hard won by
primary research fieldwork and footwork have kept him
controversial with equally noisy admirers and detractors
believers and non believers alike will enjoy the playful banter keel
uses to encourage all his readers to question their beliefs and the
nature of reality

The Best of John Keel 2014-05-22

brent raynes newest book john a keel the man the myths and the
ongoing mysteries chronicles the life of influential ufologist and
american journalist john a keel the mothman prophecies movie 2002
a supernatural thriller starring richard gere was loosely based
on keel s book of the same title brent had established a personal
relationship with john keel in 1969 shortly after the movie s
release both men discussed its portrayal of keel s book overall
keel was satisfied that the movie had effectively captured both
the essence of the foreboding atmosphere surrounding point
pleasant and the varied inexplicable occurrences that residents
experienced during that period what sets raynes remarkable book
apart from other books about keel s life and work is both his
personal relationship with keel and his unique conversational and
intimate writing style raynes book describes additional mysterious
occurrences surrounding the legend of the mothman prophecies
similar to the cases in the movie join raynes as he explores the true
and incredible events keel investigated keel s pioneering work
continues to influence the author in addition to researchers who
carry on studies of these ongoing mysteries



John A. Keel 2019-07-14

originally published ufo s new york putnam 1970

Operation Trojan Horse 2015-06-01

new saucerian press proudly presents searching for the string a
collection of magazine articles by john a keel the man many
consider to have been not only the premiere investigator of all
things unusual and fortean but who was also our own twentieth
century mark twain many of the articles in this anthology and its
companion volumes flying saucer to the center of your mind and
the outer limits of the twilight zone were revolutionary and
explored ideas popularized in keel s classic books written in keel s
engaging trademark style they are sure to delight fans with their
fresh unparalleled insights into the nature of reality in these pages
john keel displays the keen observational skills and investigative
tenacity that long made him the enfant terrible of ufology in this
no holds barred analysis much of it written decades ago keel
shreds most of the sacred cow beliefs still held by many in
ufological and cryptozoological circles today and presents
theories so radical that they are only now becoming accepted the
4 d or interdimensional thesis the breakaway civilization theory
the possible role of ancient aliens in human history the synthetic
and or hallucinatory nature of many alien abduction and men in
black encounters the role of spy agencies in paranormal research
and the alarming connection between ufos animal mutilations and
attacks on unsuspecting humans searching for the string
showcases not only keel s wit and charm but also his incisive and
impassioned intellectual capabilities this 2014 edition features an
expanded letters section several photographs and introductions
by the editor andy colvin and saucer pioneer gray barker shoots
straight from multiple dimensions rear admiral claymore finch
scientific and sexy yet pointedly humane thornton m vaseltarp ph d
probes the tantalizing links between mind and body lady jane



lispschitz concretizes the hallucinatory nature of reality dr
thaddeus l farnboggle staves off psychic attack from both man
and beast sir randolph halsey quince chapter titles the flap
phenomenon in the united states 1968 the ufos nobody talks about
deadly fireballs in the sky 1968 astronauts report ufos in outer
space 1967 the strange case of the pregnant woman 1968 ufos
30 years of investigation 1978 unidentified former humans 3000
years of investigation 1978 are ufos using earth for a garbage
dump 1967 west virginia s enigmatic bird 1968 an unusual
contact claim from ohio 1968 a new approach to ufo witnesses
1968 is the electromagnetic effect a myth 1968 problems of
identity the aliens among us 1977 problems of etymology ufology
terminology 1977 problems of methodology ufos in 1952 1977
problems of distortion and distention the time cycle factor 1977
the man who invented flying saucers 1986 a devil s triangle in
idaho 1977 the night the sky turned on 1967 this american town
is ufo target no 1 1970 the flying saucer subculture 1975 our
skies are filled with junk 1969 22 ufo sightings hushed up is this
flying saucer d day 1970 flap dates kidnappings and secret bases
1967 were flying saucers here before man 1977 close encounters
of the religious kind 1977 the principle of transmogrification
1969 the superior technology 1969 the glendale california
contact claim 1969 the cosmic blog letters to and from john a
keel mothman and other curious conspiracies 2003 interview

Searching for the String: Selected Writings
of John A. Keel 2014-04-20

please note this is a companion version not the original book
sample book insights 1 there have been many sightings of ufos on
radar and in july 1966 the federal aviation agency tower at the
greensboro high point airport picked up an unidentified flying object
several police officers in the high point randolph county area also
saw unidentifiable objects buzzing the area 2 the government s
official position toward flying saucers has been negative since



1953 although a great deal of attention has been paid to the
subject behind the scenes in 1966 a flap occurred and the then
secretary of defense robert s mcnamara had been well briefed by the
air force before the subject was interjected into a hearing of the
house foreign affairs committee 3 the government s attitude has
helped foster the general disinterest of the press in the subject of
ufos as a result most of the reported ufo activity has gone
unnoticed 4 i had to travel to the various flap areas and
interview the witnesses in depth applying the journalistic
techniques i had learned from being a reporter and writer for two
decades i rarely gave the witnesses any information in return

Summary of John Keel's OPERATION
TROJAN HORSE 2022-05-10T22:59:00Z

new saucerian proudly presents flying saucer to the center of
your mind a collection of magazine articles and lectures by john
keel the man many consider to have been the 20th century s premiere
investigator of all things unusual and fortean many of the
articles in this anthology and its companion volumes the outer
limits of the twilight zone and searching for the string were
revolutionary and explored ideas popularized in keel s classic
books written in keel s engaging trademark style they are sure to
delight fans with their fresh unparalleled insights into the nature
of reality in these pages john keel displays the keen observational
skills and investigative tenacity that made him the enfant terrible
of ufology for decades in this no holds barred analysis some of
which was written almost 50 years ago keel shreds most of the
sacred cow beliefs still held by many in ufological and
cryptozoological circles today presenting theories so radical
that they are only now becoming accepted the 4 d or
interdimensional thesis the breakaway civilization theory the
possible role of ancient aliens in human history the synthetic and
or hallucinatory nature of many alien abduction and men in black
encounters the role of spy agencies in paranormal research and the



alarming connection between ufos animal mutilations and attacks
on unsuspecting humans in short flying saucer to the center of
your mind is witty incisive impassioned and prescient and cohesively
brings keel s message into focus in a way that perhaps no other
book has this 2013 edition features illuminating forewords by
noted writers gray barker and tessa b dick widow of science fiction
writer philip k dick as well as an introduction by the editor andy
colvin author of the mothman s photographer and mothman speaks
provides the foundation for a clear view of the phenomenon kenn
thomas steamshovel press the consummate cryptozoologist ron
patton paranoia magazine turns forteana and ufology upside down
doug skinner johnkeel com the key to unraveling many mysteries ted
torbich the stench of truth far ahead of its time keith hansen
vyzygoth s grassy knoll chapter titles what the cia is not telling
us about ufos 1969 project beta an analysis of reports of
unidentified aerial objects 1966 investigating ufos probing a
phenomenon wrapped in mystery 1977 speech to the congress of
scientific ufologists nyc 1967 mib 1967 68 the ufo silencers
1975 contactee rustling 1979 lecture cattle mutilation for
beginners 1974 the flying saucer evidence everyone ignores 1973
the mothman monster 1968 never mind the saucer did you see the
guys who were driving 1967 a plethora of paranormal 1994 the
infrared tower 1990 lecture the ufo name game 1976 the subject
of saucers 1969 the contactee key 1977 behind the fbi s
undercover flying saucer investigation 1968 mystery of the
invisible flying saucers 1974 ufos and the mysterious wave of
worldwide kidnappings 1970 mysterious gas attacks 1968 the
secret ufo astronaut war 1968 ufos and abominable snowmen
1969 the flying saucer crime wave they can t cover up 1968
ocean based ufos ring the u s 1970 was philip k dick a flake 1987
secret tape to the congress of scientific ufologists 1969
symptoms and classification of hallucination 1969 sex and the
single saucerer 1972 secret ufo bases across the u s 1968



Flying Saucer to the Center of Your Mind:
Selected Writings of John A. Keel
2013-08-09

john keel s disturbing follow up to the mothman prophecies is there
a single intelligent force behind all religious occult and ufo
phenomena strange manifestations have haunted humans since
prehistoric times beams of light voices from the heavens the little
people gods and devils ghosts and monsters and ufos have all had
a prominent place in our history and legends in this dark work john
keel explores these phenomena and in doing so reveals the shocking
truth about our present position and future destiny in the cosmic
scheme of things are we pawns in a celestial game in the orient there
is a story told of the seven towers these citadels well hidden
from mankind are occupied by groups of satanists who are chanting
the world to ruin perhaps this is just a story perhaps there is some
truth behind it but what if there is yet another tower a tower not
of good or evil but of infinite power what if all our destinies are
controlled by this cosmic force for its own mysterious purposes
and what if ufos and other paranormal manifestations are merely
tools being used to manipulate us and guide us toward the cosmic
role we are fated to play perhaps after all we are not independent
beings but are instead the creations and slaves of the eighth tower

The Eighth Tower 2013-12

during the late 1960s and early 1970s when he was subject to
nonstop surveillance and harassment from both human and
supernatural spooks intrepid fortean investigator john a keel made
extensive field notes concerning the phenomena he was confronting
in west virginia and new york ufos men in black creature entities
ultraterrestrials and odd coincidences and synchronicities the
result was a series of concise thematically related reports many
of which were incorporated into magazine articles for saga fate



flying saucer review and flying saucers magazine in those articles
keel unraveled threads discussed in his classic books operation
trojan horse the mothman prophecies and the eighth tower which
were written soon after utilizing occult lore recent scientific
research and direct personal investigation keel drew back the
curtain on the mind blowing nature of our terrestrial reality in
this volume we look at keel s favorite articles from flying
saucers magazine which was published and edited largely by ray
palmer keel went on record as saying that he thought palmer was
the father of ufology and he helped palmer by submitting many
articles to the magazine and even helping with editing chores
whenever possible this special keel curated edition features
interesting articles by keel palmer brad steiger gray barker brent
raynes peter guttilla william cullen larry bryant alois knapp tom
lingham jennifer stevens erich aggen jr dennis stamey alberto perego
t scott crain and hans lauritzen the intersection of science and
creative thinking high times a great collection of classic articles
from the field of ufology ufo magazine a look back at a very
interesting time in ufo history mufon journal

John Keel's Book of UFOs: the Best of Flying
Saucers Magazine 2018-11-22

new saucerian press proudly presents the outer limits of the
twilight zone a collection of magazine articles and lectures by
john a keel the man many consider to have been not only the premiere
investigator of all things unusual and fortean but who was also
our very own twentieth century mark twain many of the articles
in this anthology and its companion volumes flying saucer to the
center of your mind and searching for the string were
revolutionary and explored ideas popularized in keel s classic
books written in keel s engaging trademark style they are sure to
delight fans with their fresh unparalleled insights into the nature
of reality in these pages john keel displays the keen observational
skills and investigative tenacity that made him the enfant terrible



of ufology for decades in this no holds barred analysis much of it
written almost 50 years ago keel shreds most of the sacred cow
beliefs still held by many in ufological and cryptozoological
circles today and presents theories so radical that they are only
now becoming accepted the 4 d or interdimensional thesis the
breakaway civilization theory the possible role of ancient aliens in
human history the synthetic and or hallucinatory nature of many
alien abduction and men in black encounters the role of spy agencies
in paranormal research and the alarming connection between ufos
animal mutilations and attacks on unsuspecting humans in short
the outer limits of the twilight zone is witty incisive impassioned
and prescient and cohesively brings keel s message into focus in a
way that perhaps no other book has this 2013 edition features
illuminating forewords by noted researchers leon davidson and
doug skinner as well as an introduction by the editor andy colvin
the real deal a true cutting edge original jeffery pritchett the
church of mabus after keel introduced me to the superspectrum i
was never quite the same adam gorightly goes deep into the
mystery a fascinating read tessa b dick insightful a leading light of
4 d saucering jim moseley saucer smear my favorite all time human
being skylaire alfvegren l a weekly chapter titles answers are on
the way 1970 memo to all ufologists subject telephone hoaxes
1967 the hidden history of the flying saucer mystery 1996 the
birth of ufology 1967 the beginning of the saucer era june 24th
1947 1967 kenneth arnold and the fbi 1970 ufo agents of terror
1967 strange messages from flying saucers 1968 mystery of the
alien submarines 1974 ufos the medical evidence 1978 distortions
of reality 1978 flying high with the mothman 1989 lecture the
sinister men in black 1968 are extraterrestrials blackmailing earth
1977 cattle rustling from the skies 1975 pornography from
heaven 1970 the lustful giants 1975 everyone needs a good ley
1970 the bedroom invaders the frightening new ufo pilot mystery
1969 ufos and the strange deaths of our astronauts was it
murder 1971 the new ufo menace injured burned and blinded by flying
saucers 1969 america s first ufo experts 1973 savage little men
from outer space 1969 e howard hunt a bit of a romantic 1973



the maury island hoax 1975 the study of shit 1999 lecture the
new ufo sightings 1973 mothman memories 1993 lecture
mysterious voices from space 1968 an investigation into the
mysterious american visits of the mothman 1991 the birdman ufo
connection 1970

The Outer Limits of the Twilight Zone:
Selected Writings of John A. Keel
2013-08-12

please note this is a companion version not the original book
sample book insights 1 in 1967 a stranger appeared in the back
hills of west virginia he was dressed entirely in black and he wore a
black suit black tie black hat and black overcoat his face was
barely visible in the darkness and his voice lacked the typical west
virginia accent 2 being a nonconformist is not easy these days i
grew my beard in 1966 while loafing on the farm of my friend
zoologist ivan t sanderson i kept it until 1968 when hair became
popular and half the young men in america began burying their
identities in a great sea of facial hair 3 the fact that many
seemingly straight forward accounts of monster sightings and ufo
landings can be explained by irritatingly complex medical and
psychological theories should not discount them the theories may
seem more unbelievable than the original events but they are still
worth considering 4 the house in new york s greenwich village is
haunted by a strange ghost some people can move objects with the
power of their minds alone and some can see radiations and objects
invisible to the rest of us

Summary of John A. Keel's The Mothman
Prophecies 2022-07-25T22:59:00Z

between 1969 and 1974 john keel the mothman prophencies
privately publised and distributed a little known irregularly



published newsletter which was never sold by subscription and
oddly printed in the order of a book starting at page one and ending
at page 217 with a last word by keel amazing articles found
within the magazine malcolm x s expierence with a paraphysical
gentleman in a black suit jaques vallee recounts his amazing story
of a possible men in black encounter back in italy in 1952 william
burroughs article on mind control and articles rare articles
written by john keel himself this is an amazing collection from the
files of john keel himself

Anomaly - the Irregular Newsletter Edited
by John Keel 2017-11-25

the new york fortean society was one of john keel s more enigmatic
projects having already just written a booklet on how to start a
club keel decided to give it a shot so he followed his own
instructions the result was the new york fortean society he
published 10 issues of this newsletter printed membership cards and
mailed out flyers for meetings it lasted from 1984 to 1989 but
health and money problems eventually made it hard for keel to keep
it going this book contains all ten issues

The New York Fortean Society - A
Newsletter Edited by John Keel 2017-07-28

new saucerian press is to pleased to present the perspicacious
percipient how to investigate ufos and other insane urges a
collection of magazine articles by john a keel the man many
consider to have been not only the premiere investigator of all
things unusual and fortean but who was also our own twentieth
century mark twain many of the articles in this anthology and its
companion volumes flying saucer to the center of your mind the
outer limits of the twilight zone searching for the string the great
phonograph in the sky and the passionate percipient illusions i have



known and loved were revolutionary and explored ideas
popularized in keel s classic books written in keel s engaging
trademark style they are sure to delight fans with their fresh
unparalleled insights into the nature of reality in these pages john
keel displays the keen observational skills and investigative
tenacity that made him the enfant terrible of ufology for decades
in this no holds barred analysis much of it written decades ago
keel shreds many of the sacred cow beliefs still held in ufological
and cryptozoological circles today and presents theories so
radical that they are only now becoming accepted the 4 d or
interdimensional thesis the breakaway civilization theory the
possible role of ancient aliens in human history the synthetic and
or hallucinatory nature of many alien abduction and men in black
encounters the role of spy agencies in paranormal research and the
alarming connection between ufos animal mutilations and attacks
on unsuspecting humans the perspicacious percipient covers a wide
variety of topics such as the illusory nature of our physical
senses statistical problems in ufo research and how to investigate
phenomena such as flying saucers creature sightings men in black
physical trace evidence poltergeists and other manifestions radio
anomalies and phantom ships planes submarines helicopters and
humans this special edition features keel s never before published six
part article new perspectives in which keel deftly explains quantum
physics and what it means to ufology and forteana keel also
revisits the mothman situation providing us with a rare summary
of those events in the afterword throughout these pages keel
displays the delightful wit affable charm and impassioned
intellectual capabilities that made him famous billions and billions
of stars yet only one john keel carl sagan speaks the universal
language of knowledge and understanding charles berlitz one of the
funniest writers i ever worked with johnny carson

The Perspicacious Percipient: How to



Investigate UFOs and Other Insane Urges -
Selected Writings of John A. Keel
2015-06-24

new saucerian press proudly presents john keel s the book of
mothman everything you ever wanted to know about reality
distortion but were afraid to ask the chapters in this keel
approved collection culled from new saucerian s four recently
published selected writings of john keel books flying saucer to the
center of your mind the outer limits of the twilight zone searching
for the string and the great phonograph in the sky coalesce to
create a dazzling mind blowing unified theory concerning the
paraphysical distortions and glitches seemingly invading our
reality many of the articles in the book of mothman were written
years before keel s mothman prophecies while others were written
years afterwards making it a very unique and valuable source
with the addition of several 1990s lectures and an interview from
2003 keel s last on mothman researchers and enthusiasts gain a
better sense of just what was going on in west virginia and the
ohio valley in the 1960s and 70s true to form keel takes on the
endless variety of high strangeness surrounding mothman and
mothman witnesses such as ufos mibs little green men hairy
monsters giants animal mutilations hypnotism shapeshifting
psychological warfare missing time and phantom aircraft
automobiles and humans this special edition features a brilliant
introduction by gray barker a recently discovered foreword by
john keel and a note from the editor andy colvin as good an
example of pure unadulterated keel as you are likely to find robert
durant pursuit magazine decades ahead of all the respectable
forteans and ufologists ufo magazine exposes the dark workings of
the mind parasites william s burroughs interesting and informed
speculation brad pitt



The Book of Mothman 2015-01-17

during 1966 and 1967 when he was subject to nonstop
surveillance and harassment from both human and supernatural
spooks intrepid fortean investigator john a keel made extensive field
notes concerning the phenomena he was confronting in west virginia
and new york ufos men in black creature entities ultraterrestrials
and odd coincidences and synchronicities the result was a series of
concise thematically related reports many of which were
incorporated into magazine articles for saga fate and flying
saucer review in these papers keel unravels threads discussed in his
classic books operation trojan horse the mothman prophecies and
the eighth tower which were written soon after utilizing occult
lore recent scientific research and direct personal investigation
keel draws back the curtain on the mind blowing nature of our
terrestrial reality by looking deeply into specific cases keel begins
to understand that there are different types of ufos surmising
that the aliens and their apparent buddies the mib may emanate from
a breakaway civilization bent on controlling the human race
surprisingly keel s research into mothman could play a key role in
deciphering the mystery of ancient aliens whether or not the human
race was actually created genetically by giant birdmen mating
with earth women this special edition features a revised
introduction by keel a note from the editor andy colvin and
interesting correspondence between keel and other notables in the
mothman saga mary hyre gray barker jerome clark ivan sanderson
charles bowen jim lorenzen jaye paro and the infamous outer space
denizens apol and agar the father of the interdimensional and
breakaway theses does it again high times shows just how weird it
can get ufo magazine a gem actual field research meets painstaking
methodology mufon journal

The Big Breakthrough: Confronting UFOs,



Men in Black, Mothman, and Mysterious
Humanoids - Trojan Horses of a Breakaway
Civilization? 2017-06-07

it is generally a good idea to return to the classics in any genre
this also goes for ufo literature rereading a book after ten or
twenty years is a rewarding experience you will discover new data
and ideas you didn t notice before the reason of course is that you
are in many ways not the same person reading the book the second
or third time hopefully you have advanced in knowledge experience
intellectual and spiritual discernment a good starting point is to
reread the contactee classics of the 1950s 60s 70s in order to
understand the deeper mystery involved in what happened during
that era john alva keel born alva john kiehle march 25 1930 july
3 2009 was an american journalist fortean researcher and
influential ufologist who is best known as author of the mothman
prophecies prolific and imaginative keel was considered a significant
influence within the ufo and fortean genre keel lived for many years
in the upper west side of new york city he was a bachelor he died on
july 3 2009 in new york city at the age of 79 saucerian publisher
was founded with the mission of promoting books in science fiction
our vision is to preserve the legacy of literary history by reprint
editions of books which have already been exhausted or are
difficult to obtain our goal is to help readers educators and
researchers by bringing back original publications that are
difficult to find at reasonable price while preserving the legacy of
universal knowledge this book is an authentic reproduction of the
original printed text in shades of gray and may contain minor
errors important despite the fact that we have attempted to
accurately maintain the integrity of the original work the present
reproduction may have minor errors beyond our control like missing
and blurred pages poor pictures and markings because this book is
culturally important we have made available as part of our
commitment to protect preserve and promote knowledge in the
world this collected edition is an authentic reproduction of the



writings published by john a keel in several journals magazines and
newsletters for the years 1955 1969 this work is an exact
reproduction of these issues reprinted as facsimile edition copy and
paste the link for our books saucerianbooks blogspot com

Our Haunted Planet 2002

new saucerian press is to pleased to present the passionate
percipient illusions i have known and loved a collection of
magazine articles by john a keel the man many consider to have been
not only the premiere investigator of all things unusual and
fortean but who was also our own twentieth century mark twain
many of the articles in this anthology and its companion volumes
flying saucer to the center of your mind the outer limits of the
twilight zone searching for the string the great phonograph in the
sky and the perspicacious percipient how to investigate ufos and
other insane urges were revolutionary and explored ideas
popularized in keel s classic books written in keel s engaging
trademark style they are sure to delight fans with their fresh
unparalleled insights into the nature of reality in these pages john
keel displays the keen observational skills and investigative
tenacity that made him the enfant terrible of ufology for decades
in this no holds barred analysis much of it written decades ago
keel shreds many of the sacred cow beliefs still held in ufological
and cryptozoological circles today and presents theories so
radical that they are only now becoming accepted the 4 d or
interdimensional thesis the breakaway civilization theory the
possible role of ancient aliens in human history the synthetic and
or hallucinatory nature of many alien abduction and men in black
encounters the role of spy agencies in paranormal research and the
alarming connection between ufos animal mutilations and attacks
on unsuspecting humans the passionate percipient covers a wide
variety of topics such as eastern magic statistical problems in
ufo research creature sightings earth mysteries psychological
warfare skyquakes poltergeists radio anomalies and phantom ships
planes submarines and humans this special edition features keel s



never before published article for playboy magazine operation
trojan horse which later informed keel s breakthrough book of the
same name in these pages keel displays the delightful wit affable
charm and impassioned intellectual capabilities which made him
famous wields a mighty axe against mass stupidity dr winston f
gardelbacher inspired some of my best and most bizarro work otto
binder creator of the bizarro universe flying crackpots and little
green skunks beware nipsey russell

UFO, Mothman, Alien Encounters & Fortean
Phenomena 2020-09-14

john a keel is considered by many to have been a significant influence
within ufology and forteana he died on july 3 2009 in new york
city at the age of 79 at the height of his career he was interviewed
by luminaries such as david letterman johnny carson and merv
griffin the mothman prophecies perhaps keel s most famous book was
an account of his investigation into sightings in west virginia of a
huge winged creature called the mothman strange mutants of the
twenty first century contains keel s very first ruminations on
mothman as well as a variety of strange reports on black demon
dogs phantom cats bigfoot and other north american giants flying
humanoids flying saucers flying snakes and even stranger mutants
that keel believed reside with us on earth this book was originally
printed in very small quantities over 30 years ago and became
extremely rare and expensive finally it has been available to the
general public strange mutants is a classic read that provides an
entertaining glimpse into john keel s bizarre world of the unknown
this 2014 reprint edition features cover art by david sankey an
introduction by keel several illustrations and a chart of all the
early mothman sightings this is a book that belongs on the shelf of
every keel fan



The Passionate Percipient: Illusions I Have
Known and Loved - Selected Writings of
John A. Keel 2015-06-24

a classic true story of modern horror this is the extremely rare
first edition of the mothman prophecies which was pulled from
distribution and retitled at the last minute the title year of the
garuda was actually author john keel s preferred title for
thirteen months the town of point pleasant west virginia is gripped
by a dark terror that culminated in a tragedy that made headlines
around the world this is a story that contains all the elements
of a modern science fiction movie except that every word is true
and fully documented by famed journalist john a keel homes
throughout the little town were plagued with unearthly noises
and ghostly manifestations while mysterious aerial lights
traveled silently overhead seemingly on a regular schedule winged
monsters and frightening apparitions terrified the population as
automobiles stalled and telephones and television sets ran amok a
red cross bloodmobile filled with fresh blood was pursued along a
darkened highway by a weird flying machine domestic animals were
found slaughtered and mutilated in pastoral farm fields innocent
people live in surrealistic horror haunted by the fearsome bird and
besieged by legions of strange beings some of whom arrived in black
suits and black automobiles john a keel world traveler and noted
fortean investigator spent over a year in point pleasant where he
saw and experienced many of the strange manifestations personally
the mothman prophecies has been translated and published in
fourteen languages and is regarded as a major classic in the annals
of modern parapsychology it is guaranteed to shake your beliefs
and concepts about reality it will open your mind to things you
never dared think about before and it will scare the hell out of
you



Strange Mutants of the Twenty First
Century 2014-06-20

new saucerian press proudly presents a project blue book for the
ages john keel s book of ancient astronauts and aliens one of the
last books commissioned by the iconic ufologist publisher and
bestselling author gray barker whose writing influenced the plot
lines of shows like star trek futurama the x files twin peaks the
outer limits the jetsons lost in space and the twilight zone
shuttling between his manhattan publishing office and his secluded
cabin deep in the hills of his home state of west virginia the prolific
barker single handedly kept public interest focused on ufos during it
leanest years and introduced many themes still discussed and
investigated by today s paranormal and conspiracy researchers
the roswell ufo crash men in black ancient aliens nazi ufos the
philadelphia experiment the flatwoods monster mothman mj 12
secret underground bases ets and the maury island incident
although his legacy has been ruthlessly attacked by the arch
skeptics of csicop who have wrongly painted him as a hoaxer more
and more people are now giving barker the credit and recognition he
deserves as a pioneer and public advocate of scientific ufology a
project blue book for the ages and its sister books john keel s book
of ufos i hear the voices of depraved spies and moguls in my head
the devil is in the details forget about flying saucers visitors from
the void flying saucer fire and fury serpents of fire saucers of fear
saucers of fire bigfoot shootout and time traveling through
swamp gas were assembled by barker shortly before his death using
material culled from deteriorating copies of his notoriously
speculative newsletters and gossipy syndicated column for years
the most widely read national column on ufos forteana and weird
science in true newsletter style these works which were guest
curated by famed fortean investigator john a keel shed urgent much
needed light on a wide variety of ufological riddles featuring
saucerian correspondents such as erich von daniken ivan t
sanderson otto binder j j hurtak josef f blumrich william l moore



jerome greenfield don wilson bryce bond craig and eric umland james
oberg and b ann slate

NEW YORK FORTEAN SOCIETY - A
NEWSLETTER EDITED BY JOHN KEEL. 2020

is there a single intelligent force behind all religious occult and
ufo phenomena are ufonauts leprechauns the loch ness monster
sasquatch and even satan really just beings from another
dimension are they creations of the mass mind or collective
unconscious or are they a super computer s last defense against
humanity run amok are the radio signals we receive from outer
space actually broadcasts from ultraterrestrials john keel in his
masterpiece the eighth tower has his opinions on these and other
matters strange manifestations have haunted mankind since
prehistoric times beams of light voices from the heavens the little
people gods and devils ghosts and monsters and ufos have all had
a prominent place in our history and legends now author keel an
internationally renowned authority on the paranormal explores
these phenomena using spine chilling but true case histories to
reveal the shocking truth about our present position and future
destiny in the cosmos

Year of the Garuda: the Astonishing True
Story of the Mothman Prophecies
1975-06-23

new saucerian is pleased to offer a reprint of john keel s rare
classic comedy book the fickle finger of fate featuring
illustrations by renowned cartoonist al jaffee



A Project Blue Book for the Ages: John
Keel's Book of Ancient Astronauts and
Aliens 2019

john keel s strange creatures from time and space originally
published in 1970 is a comprehensive encyclopedia of monsters from
around the world including fantastic flying saucer occupants
true psychic phenomena phantom killers of people and livestock the
full story of west virginia s man bird mothman the elusive bigfoot
sasquatch and yeti giants of minnesota and the appalachians sea
serpents and lake creatures vampires and werewolves angels and
demons the dangerous and enigmatic men in black mib john a keel has
been on the trail of weirdness for decades investigating wild tales
of alien abduction hairy monsters and mysterious entities that can
terrify and even harm humans he has become the top man in the field
of the inexplicable keel actually has explanations for the unusual
things he recounts which have long left others baffled in this
mountain of way out evidence he sees a pattern and draws original
startling and convincing conclusions keel was born in monster
country on a farm in silver lake new york home of one of america s
native sea serpents he began writing articles on ufos in 1945 two
years before the ufomania began in 1952 he produced a halloween
broadcast from the frankenstein castle in germany and in 1954 he
saw his first flying saucer while exploring the upper nile for years
keel wandered around asia in search of the secrets of the occult
one of the few americans to enter tibet from the indian side keel
spent weeks tracking the yeti after having written many books and
magazine articles keel remains an open minded skeptic there is no one
better qualified to report on and interpret today s flood of anti
rational evidence than keel this new saucerian s special retro
reprint edition features the original cover artwork from the 1976
paperback edition which was well liked by keel



The Eighth Tower 2014-07-30

the ufo crash at roswell n m in 1947 is examined by ufology s
foremost authorities articles have been choosen from the last 59
years of fate magazine covering all aspects of ufology s most
famous incident here are the findings and opinions of stanton
friedman john keel jerome clark jim keith frank edwards kevin randle
antonio huneeus and others

The Fickle Finger of Fate: a Camp Classic for
Adults Only 1966-10-11

loren coleman has taken a hard look at one of america s most
haunting monsters and discovered that it s more terrifying than we
ever knew read this book now before it s too late you ve been
warned richard hatem screenwriter the mothman prophecies mothman
evil incarnate by cryptozoologist loren coleman is a brand new
companion title to the late john keel s the mothman prophecies
1975 which investigated the sightings of a winged creature called
mothman and became popularized in the 2002 movie of the same name
starring richard gere with new material by loren coleman extensive
annotations on each chapter of the mothman prophecies a detailed
mothman death list and a gallery of images mothman evil incarnate
comprises the most up to date information on mothman phenomena in
addition to providing context to john keel s cult classic coleman
expands on missing details from the movie explores the deaths that
followed the west virginia incident describes the recent chicago
mothman sightings and delves into the life of john keel this
companion book should find its place on every mothman aficionado
and cryptozoology fan s bookshelf the mystery continues

Strange Creatures from Time and Space



2016-06-01

the screenplay to the popular paranormal thriller the mothman
prophecies written by richard hatem based on the classic book by
ufo investigator john a keel

Jadoo 1957

our skies are filled with trojan horses the real ufo story must
encompass all of the many manifestations being observed it is a
story of ghosts and phantoms and strange mental aberrations of
an invisible world that surrounds us and occasionally engulfs us
of prophets and prophecies and gods and demons it is a world of
illusion and hallucination where the unreal seems very real and
where reality itself is distorted by strange forces which can
seemingly manipulate space time and physical matter forces that
are almost entirely beyond our powers of comprehension john a keel
march 25 1930 july 3 2009 was an american journalist and
influential ufologist best known as the author of the mothman
prophecies in the mid 1960s he took up investigating ufos and
assorted forteana and published his first knockout ufo book
operation trojan horse in 1970 the book shredded the then trendy
nuts and bolts extraterrestrial hypothesis for ufos in favor of
one that linked ufos to a variety of paranormal and supernatural
phenomena that have taken place throughout history keel was one
of the first to note that the ufo phenomenon appears in different
disguises and that one could not begin to decipher this great
mystery without first taking into account its many and varied
deliberate deceptions

The Best of Roswell 2015-05-15

a comprehensive encyclopedia of the unexplained with incredible
eyewitness accounts of strange creatures from around the globe
including angles and demons the mothman dinosaurs that still roam



the earth bigfoot the abominable snowman and other hairy
monsters a real life land of the giants the loch ness monster the
silver lake sea serpent and other lake creatures dragons giant
flying snakes carnivorous plants from outer space unidentified
submarine objects aliens bedroom invaders and cattle rustlers from
the skies the grinning man green men leprechauns and other little
people vampires and werewolves and much more

The Eighth Tower 1977

are we being invaded from outer space as many ufo hobbyists
contend are secret government agencies tapping your phone and
tampering with your mail does somebody else really own this earth
and use it as a disneyland of the gods veteran fortean author keel
reports with wit on the startling encounters with the tricksters
so well known to the american indians the men in black assorted
monsters snallygasters mothmen and weird hairy creatures that
all seem to vanish into thin air chapters on ufo crashes in
scandinavia mysterious crime waves clones hybrids and sleepers an
idaho triangle sea monsters the moonstone mystery new age of the
gods more

Mothman 2017-12-18

a great american crank in the best sense of the word charles hoy
fort 1874 1932 spent his life hunting down reports of anomalous
phenomena damned events such rains of frogs cattle mutilations
and ufo sightings and studying them from a true outsider s
perspective one that characterized even objective science as
wearing blinders in its approach to them in this modern classic of
analytical biography colin bennett examines not only the life of
this one man investigator of real life x files but his work as well
likening him to such diverse figures that loom in the cultural
imagination as lee harvey oswald and shakespeare s hamlet a must
read for fans of the strange this riveting book explores why the



20th century which gave rise to conspiracy theory philosophies
and widespread distrust of social authority embraced fort so
wholly that his name has been immortalized in the adjective fortean
in the course of a delightfully misspent youth colin bennett was
employed as both a musician and as a mercenary soldier he was far
better at the second than at the first educated at balliol college
oxford he is the author of the novels infantryman and the
entertainment bomb and paranormal nonfiction including looking for
orthon a biography of george adamski politics of the imagination a
biography of charles fort and an american demonology about the
head of the 1950s ufo hunting agency project blue book

The Mothman Prophecies: Motion Picture
Screenplay 2007-12-14

john a keel with his classic wit and humor informs the reader on
how to reach fame and fortune by starting a club and then
starting a mailing list based on that club which could eventually
lead one to hosting a ufo or other convention and making the big
bucks a must have artifact for keel collectors from the pre
digital era simply adapt the same ideas to the internet and you will
be golden

Operation Trojan Horse 2013-05
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Operation Trojan Horse 1996-01

The Complete Guide to Mysterious Beings
2002-10-13

Disneyland of the Gods 1995

Politics of the Imagination 2008-06-01

How to Start a Club and Rob the Mail
2018-01-03
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